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“An intimate, at times epic, view of one of the world’s great art museums. 
Like Frederick Wiseman, director Oeke Hoogendijk offers no voice-over

narration, no talking-head experts, no archival footage.
She puts you there, in the middle of a majestic, miraculous place.

Dramatic...exciting...a multitude of lovely moments.” -Boston Globe

In 2003, the ambitious renovation of one of the world’s greatest museums 
began. The Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, home to glorious masterpieces 
by Rembrandt, Vermeer and others, was supposed to reopen its doors 
in 2008 after five years of construction. But from the start the project was 
in trouble. The museum battled politicians, designers, curators and even 
the Dutch Cyclists Union as the workers struggled to complete the job. 
Five years later than expected, with costs exceeding half a billion dollars, 
the museum finally reopened.

Oeke Hoogendijk’s epic documentary captures the entire story from 
design to completion, offering a fly on the wall view of one of the most 
challenging museum construction projects ever conceived. With its 
decade-long scope, the film reveals a surprisingly dramatic story that 
art and architecture lovers will not want to miss.

“Engrossing and incisive...
an elegant portrait of dysfunction.”

-LA Weekly

“HHHH Proves that films can describe
nuances of character and situation as finely
as the finest novel or creative non-fiction.”

-RogerEbert.com

“Highly absorbing! A sharply studied 
political morass of ego, entitlement and 

maddening administrative politesse. 
No shortage of drama.” -Santa Fe Reporter

“A unique, thrilling, and detailed document
that is equally engrossing and informative.”

-Film School Rejects

“Epic. Art lovers will find it edifying.”
-The Hollywood Reporter

 “Artful...mesmerizing.”
-Washington Post

“Eye-opening.”
-The New York Times
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